Draft legislation fails in committee

WASHINGTON (AP) - President Carter's draft registration plan failed in its test in Congress when lawmakers refused yesterday to approve funds the administration had sought for the program.

Opposition of registration hailed the House Appropriations subcommittee action as a serious setback for the Carter administration.

However, administration officials and backers of Carter's plan predicted the president's plan will be approved in the full Appropriations Committee at a later date.

Carter had asked Congress for $2.1 million in the current fiscal year to begin registering men and women, aged 19 and 20, beginning this summer.

The committee did not even consider the issue of registering women, and first struck $3.7 million off the Carter request.

That left about $13.5 million in the bill.

In the key vote, the panel deadlocked 6-6 on whether to recommend approval of the $13.5 million. A tie vote traditionally kills a measure, but Carter's supporters urged to argue that the bill should be sent to the full committee for action, anyway.

In the end, the committee decided to approve legislation appropriating $4.7 million - an amount that would not allow for registration this year. But it would finance a program proposed by Selective Service - and later discarded - for a registration program only after the races.

Earlier, the committee had voted 6-5 against an almost identical proposal.

However, even supporters of registration joined in later and voted for the lower amount, merely as a means of sending something to the full committee and in hopes that the full committee would approve $13.5 million.

Regime quashes Afghan revolt

ISLAMABAD, Pakistan (AP) - Afghan authorities restored to large-scale repression and executions following last week's anti-Soviet uprising in the capital of Kabul, according to a report published here yesterday.

The report by the Associated Press of Pakistan, which could not be independently confirmed, quoted diplomatic sources as saying an Islamic scholar was among those killed by authorities in the aftermath of the bloody street fighting.

Mass arrests also were made, the report said. Medical sources said at least 300 civilians and an undetermined number of Soviet and Afghan troops were killed in the fighting that led to the imposition of martial law in Kabul.

That, in effect, made the Soviet commander there the head of the Afghan government.

The Pakistani news agency, quoting reports from Afghanistan, said Moslem Afghan rebels and government troops "sustained heavy casualties and losses" in "bitter fighting" in the past few days.

In one incident, the report said, rebels ambushed a column of government troops on a road between Jalalabad, in eastern Afghanistan, and Kabul and "killed 400 troops and destroyed a number of armored vehicles."

Western diplomats in New Delhi said the strike by shopkeepers that prompted the uprising shows only small signs of let-up.

One diplomat in New Delhi quoting Afghan sources, said 70-75 percent of the shopskeep-

ers in Kabul opened for business yesterday but that the strike was still crippling the economic life of the city.

There were indications, meanwhile, that Soviet leaders were suffering conditions under which they might withdraw their troops.

In London, a Foreign Officer spokesman said British officials "are with interest" a report attributed to "high-level sources close to President Brezhnev" saying the Soviets might consider "the possibility of being prepared to use pressure in Afghanistan."

In Calcutta, India, Soviet Deputy Prime Minister V. A. Arkhipov told reporters that Moscow wants to ensure Afghanistan become "a hub of trouble in the region."

Candidates prepare for long baul

CONCORD, N.H. (AP) - Presidential Carter's campaigners are mapping a cross-country effort to eliminate Edward M. Kennedy as a presidential contender, but the senator said yesterday he'll fashion a comeback.

Spokesman said it's Kennedy's business to decide whether to run against Ronald Reagan, the runaway Republican campaign leader and left badly, after New Hampshire as the early season nomination.

Kennedy did quit. Kennedy said he has no intention of exploring inflation will be a dominant issue to his advantage in later primaries in Illinois, New York, and Pennsylvania.

(continued on page 4)

SBP/SBVP

Riehle, Ciancio ticket wins runoff easily

by Michael Mader
Staff Reporter

Paul Riehle and Don Ciancio collected 60.8 percent of the vote to win the SBP-SBVP runoff election yesterday and to end a quiet campaign.

Tom Behney and Frank Guilfoyle won 37 percent and two percent went to write-in candidates.

"I'm pretty psyched," Riehle exclaimed last night after the results were announced. "I'd like to thank all those who helped me in this campaign."

The Riehle-Ciancio ticket took the entire north quad, earning almost two-thirds of the voting there.

Riehle and Ciancio won virtually all the votes cast in Keenan, Riehle's home territory, showing on the north quad was in Flanner, Ciancio's residence, where he won 128 to Riehle's 131.

Behney-Guilfoyle had their best showing in Alumni, where they won by a vote of 194 to 37. They also won slight victories in Cavanaugh and St. Ed's.

"I'd like to thank everyone who voted for me," Behney offered. "I certainly appreciate all the work everyone put into it. They all did a load of work," the candidate said. "I want to wish Paul the best of luck. I'm sure he'll do an excellent job next year," Behney added.

Riehle won the voting on the south quad, but by much less of a margin than on the north. Perhaps most interesting, however, is that Riehle-Ciancio won all the women's dorms, gaining over 10 percent in three of them. The ticket won 80 percent in Brown.

"We ran a pretty grass-roots campaign," Riehle said in explanation of the victory. "We went to all the dorms at least twice, some of them three times. I think our campaign will be indicative of the way we will be in government," he added.

Tom Call, Ombudsman Election Committee Chairman, said that the 48 percent voter turnout this year was about the same as last year although this figure of 5,229 is smaller than last year's total election turnout of 5,905. Call
News in brief

Dylan, Doobies place among winners at Grammy Awards

LOS ANGELES (AP) - Veteran performers Dionne Warwick, the Doobie Brothers and Bob Dylan topped the collection of music superstars honored in the 22nd Annual Grammy Awards program last night. "Oh my dears, my dears, Warwick style" was the way they read as she claimed the Victrola-shaped trophy for best female pop vocal performance. Dylan won for "Love the Prince." Earlier, she captured best female rhythm and blues female vocal Grammy for "Deja Vu." Donna Summer won one Grammy for best female rock vocal performance for her energetic rendition of "Hot Stuff." But she lost to Gloria Gaynor in the new disco category. Moss Gaynor won for her fientish anthem, "I Will Survive." The Doobie Brothers won one Grammy for best pop vocal performance by a group for "Minute by Minute." Group member Michael McDonald also won an arranging award for "What a Fool Believes." Bob Dylan, looking uncharacteristic in a tuxedo, performed his born-again Christian tune, "Gotta Serve Somebody," and won one to win Grammy for best male rock vocal performance. "I didn't expect to get it, I'd like to thank the Lord for it," Dylan said.

Ex- NFL star Hayes leaves prison after ten month stay

BENTSVILLE, Texas (AP) - Former Olympian and Dallas Cowboy star Bob Hayes was released from the Texas state prison yesterday after serving 10 months on a narcotics conviction. Before dawn, Hayes slipped quietly from the front of the red brick building called "The Walls" by prison inmates. Officials had said Hayes would be freed between 7 and 8 a.m. but they said Hayes had made a special request for an earlier release time. Rick Hartley, the prisoner's defense attorney, said, "Bob Hayes is a free man today. I did not want to talk to the news media and asked if it were possible for him to leave early."

707 explodes while landing; over one hundred aboard

MANILA, Philippines (AP) - A Taiwanese 707 jetliner with 124 persons aboard exploded yesterday as it landed at the Manila International Airport on a flight from Taipei, the official Philippine News Agency reported. The airliner, China Air Lines, said it had no immediate information on the number of casualties.

Weather

Light snow is expected over the state beginning today, but the weather service said it probably will end by tomorrow in all areas but those near the Lake Michigan. The extended outlook called for little or no snow tomorrow through Sunday, with very cold nights and cool days. Lows were indicated from 5 above zero in the north to the teens in the south, with highs in the 20s and 30s.

Campus

1-3 pm EXHIBITION "works on paper" by university of California's 12th Group
6:30 pm MEETING leadership class by campus crusade for christ LEWIS HALL
7 pm MOCK CONVENTION PRESIDENTIAL FORUM, LIBRARY AUDITORIUM
7 pm BEGINNING AUTO MECHANICS by free university 104 O'SHAG
7 pm MEETING mandatory for all pa. delegates to the mock convention 113 O'SHAG
7:11 pm MOVIE "take the money and run" by art film group
7:30 pm LECTURE "a modest proposal (followed by a realistic one)" by norman crowe by university of california's archietectural honor society ROOM 202 ARIE BLDG.
8:30 pm TALK dean roemer, by fanner hall academic commission FLANNER PIT
9:10-10 pm CONCERT john battler, melanie bau, mike schacht, bud selfer, matt van hoosen NAZZ
10-11:30 pm CONCERT mary jane brass sextet NAZZ

Ford trial continues a Defense shows crash tests

WINamac, Ind. (AP) - Ford Motor Co., hoping to show the '73 Pinto was not more vulnerable to explosion on rear-end impact than comparable vehicles, showed color film crash tests involving the Pinto and five other cars yesterday.

The tests, presented despite objections by the prosecution that they did not deal with the central issue in the trial, showed all six cars suffered a severe crash to the rear end and leaked fuel.

Ford is charged with reckless homicide in the August 1978 death of Judith Kennedy, whose Pinto exploded after it was hit from behind by a van. "I didn't expect to get it, I'd like to thank the Lord for it," Dylan said.

The state contends Ford knew defects in the Pinto's fuel system made the car likely to explode in a rear-end collision but did not effect repairs or warn the public.

Ford hopes to show it was the force of the impact, rather than any defect in the car, that caused the Pinto to burst into flames on a northern Indiana highway.

Palatki circuit Judge Harold R. Stafford's ruling admitting the tests was considered a major victory for Ford. In light of that ruling, chief prosecutor Michael A. Cosentino tried one more time yesterday to sub­ pone Ford crash tests on '74, '72 and '71 Pintos. Stafford turned down the request.

The six Ford tests were presented by Dr. John D. Harrer, a second mechanical engineer and spe­ cialist in accident reconstruction from Spokane, Wash. They were commissioned by Ford and conducted at its Dearborn, Mich., test track. In all tests, the van was moving at between 50 and 61 mph and the vehicle was stop­ ped.

Cosentino has insisted the tests were accidentally released at speeds of 30-35 mph, and five prosecution witnesses testified the Indiana Pinto was moving at the time of the accident.

Besides the '73 Pinto, crash tests were performed on '71 models of the Dodge Colt, Chevrolet Vega and Impala, American Motors Gremlin and Toyota Corolla.

In each test, three dummies were placed in the car, weighing between 105 and 107 pounds, the approximate weight of the girl. Another dummy, weighing 150 pounds, was placed in the van.

In each test a camera was placed in the van, and two cameras were on either side of the crash vehicle, Harrer said. The van weighed at least 4,000 pounds and the cars weighed 2,100 and 4,300. The Pinto weighs about 2,800 pounds, he said.

In all tests, as in the case of the fatal crash, there was considerable leakage from the fuel tank. The test vehicles used a non-flammable solution instead of gasoline.

In the Toyota Corolla, the solvent was splashed up on the windshield of the van.

(continued on page 8)
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Trigiani recounts successes

by Mary Kay Leydon
Staff Reporter

"The goal of Saint Mary's student government this year is to increase visibility for all students, diversity in social programming, and pride in Saint Mary's," according to Student Body President Pia Trigiani. Trigiani said that she believed her administration's greatest success was better representation of students in all aspects of the college, as well as its confrontation of specific problems.

The methods which the members of student government use to assist their fellow students are as diverse as they are specialized. The social programs and attempts to have activities appeal to more than a group of students - the Speaker and movie series, with Christmas Bazaar were all great successes.

"The movie series has turned into a money making endeavor, and the money is then used to sponsor other activities," Trigiani said.

Other programs either sponsored or supported by student government include a rape prevention program and alcohol education council, the Student Mission Care, retreat programs and the intramural athletic program.

"We are revising the whole structure of student government"

Another program initiated by the student government was the issuing of shuttle bus passes. This was not a profit making endeavor. "It is a service to the students and needn't make money," she said.

On the academic level, student government organized the used book sale, College to Career Days in cooperation with the Counseling and Career Development center, is now working on a course evaluation booklet.

Working with the Board of Governance and the Student Assembly, we restructured the judicial system as well as the election rules," Vice President of Student Activities Kathleen Sweeney said. Sweeney also plans to combine the student handbook with a student activities book to give students a concrete source of information.

"We are revising the whole structure of student government." Vice President of Academic Affairs Chip Doinbach commented.

Survey discloses apathy toward SMC government

by Cece Badics

A random opinion survey of 30 Saint Mary's students revealed a lack of awareness of SMC student government activity. The survey questioned students about what they believed were the student government's successes and failures.

Several students said that the duties of student government were not well publicized. Many said that they were unaware that student government was involved in things other than other social activities. They were surprised to find that social activities were only a small part of student government concerns.

Students were uncertain about student government failures. One student commented that although the used book sale was a very good idea, it could have been better organized. Another said that all of the campaign promises had not been fulfilled, but that they rarely were. She also commented that many of the students do not realize how involved student government is in many different aspects of student affairs.

Several students questioned were apathetic toward student government. They indicated that since it did not affect them personally, they were not interested in it. However, they admitted that they were apathetic because they did not know enough about it.

Many students agreed that student government's biggest accomplishments involved social concerns. However, an equal number also said that the Cambodian Relief Program and Student Missions were also very important.

Many students said that they had not realized that the shuttle service was a student government concern. However, they commented that the shuttle passed provided this year were a very good idea.

One student said that student government's accomplishments have not been in one large area but rather in many small areas. The average student does not realize they have occurred. However, these small accomplishments really improve our life here.

Another student commented that student government was very effective in arranging social events. It offers many things to do but does not become an integral part of student life.

Gordon joins ACCU board of directors

Dr. Robert E. Gordon, vice president for advanced studies at Notre Dame, has been elected to a two-year term on the board of directors of the Association of Catholic Colleges and Universities, a division of the National Catholic Educational Association.

With headquarters located in Washington, D.C., the NCEA is a national organization of more than 14,000 educational institutions and individual members concerned with promoting and encouraging Catholic education in the United States.

There are 24 Catholic institutions among the nation's more than 1,500 colleges and universities.
Seated, champagne, and dancing in a spacious ballroom will be among the signs that the Class of 1980 is "Going in Style" as the Senior Formal, Saturday, April 12, at the Marriott Hotel in Chicago.

Several advantages caused the six chairmen to select the Marriott as the dance venue. Built about one year ago, the hotel is in the center of downtown Chicago, "an ideal location on the main drag, near Water Tower place, in a really beautiful building," Liz Castle, one of six committee members, noted.

It is within walking distance of restaurants, bars, concerts, plays, and even the Lincoln Park Zoo. The hotel itself features a pool, a huge patio overlooking Lake Michigan, outdoor paddleball courts, and many other new facilities. The Grand Ballroom can accommodate 2000 people, which will allow the estimated 650 to 700 couples to have more space to dance on either one large dance floor or two smaller ones.

Expenditures for this year's formal, conducted by the Marriott Committee, to total $31,500, as compared with last year's $25,000 event at the Palmer House, which cost $4,500 less. Consequently, but prices per couple have risen from $46 to $59.

"We've kept the price down," Carey explained. "That's no jump at all, considering inflation is 16 percent. Our goal is to break even and to provide the best formal possible.

With the assistance of Jay Laden, a recent Notre Dame graduate now working for Marriott, the committee was able to get a three-pronged deal, including use of a disco room with cash bar on Friday night, half rental and dinner on Saturday night, and reduced charges for hotel rooms, cut from $72 to $58 per night.

 Formal tickets are on sale through April 9, the Wednesday before the event, at LaFayette Monday through Friday from noon to 1 p.m. and in the LeMans lobby Monday through Thursday from 7-9 p.m. Tickets may be purchased at 25 cents above the raffle of one $50 bid.

The $50 fee covers the cost of the band, hall rental fees, dinner, complimentary drinks, and to provide the best formal possible.

Next week students will be able to get the formal information packets which should answer most of their questions according to Perry Thomey, committee member. Each student's packet will contain a card which must be sent to the Marriott at least three weeks in advance in order to reserve a hotel room. The card need not be accompanied by payment, although sending a check with the pre-arrangement notice is one precaution. Otherwise, students must pay at the Marriott in one of three ways: cash, charge with a credit card, or credit card alone.

Saturday evening's cocktail hour from 7-8 p.m. includes hors d'oeuvres and a cash bar. For the first time at the senior dinner, portraits of the school's features will be served as the main course. Following the steak will be a moulin wedge with fruit and spinach salad. Served with the steak will be a potato baked with cauliflower or another vegetable. Brides of champagne will be at each table and the meal will conclude with three ice cream sundaes.

Favors will be wine glasses for women and shot glasses for men.

The entire band will be a 13-piece orchestra conducted by Larry Brenz and Don Conece; because this group can split into ensembles of ten and of five musicians, there will be continuous musical entertainment.

In past years students have had to line up in the LeMans lobby and enter the hotel to pick up their flowers. This year flowers will be handed out by a professional florist who will deliver the fresh flowers fresh to the dinner-dance floor.

Also in past formal, seating arrangements have been established according to class standings, but this arrangement were ignored at the dinner, as there were no formal seating arrangements at tables and not enough seats at others.

This year, numbered seats will be distributed with dinner tickets so that those persons wish to sit together will be insured of their seats.

Laura Flaherty, committee member, expressed concern that some students would not attend the formal because they would intend to go. Anna O'Connell, who was responsible for the formal, agreed. "We've not put a lot of time into this," she went on, "to make this really special," and said, "We hope that everyone will have a great time."

One theme was proposed by Susan Nicholas. Elaine Bell is the sixth committee member.

---

Analysts foresee plentiful gas supplies, more price increases

and increased automobile fuel efficiency, the energy department is managing Americans will use 6.8 billion barrels of gasoline in 1980, compared to 7.63 billion barrels in a year ago.

The refining industry should have little difficulty in meeting these requirements, but problems in distribution may develop in providing the growing portion of unleaded gasoline, the report adds.

The report said that stocks of gasoline are expected to be 21 billion barrels by the end of April, with a year ago and thus indicates a "relatively comfortable balance of motor gasoline supply and demand at the beginning of the peak driving season."

The report predicted the price for regular leaded gasoline at full-service stations could be as high as $1.92 by the end of 1980.

The American Automobile association said its latest spot check on prices showed motorists are already paying an average of $1.21 a gallon for regular. Some analysts have said regular will climb to $1.84 by the end of the year.

Conversion of vegetable products is predicted to drop from last year's 1.7 billion barrels daily in 1979 to 17.6 million barrels a day in 1980. Last year's record oil imports from 7.7 million barrels to 6.5 million barrels in 1980.

The report said world oil supplies "appear adequate for current needs," though several producing countries were threatening to cut back their production level as a way of keeping their prices high.
New parliament may defer hostage fate until May

Iran's new parliament will not be ready to decide the fate of the U.S. Embassy hostages until May at the earliest, a top Iranian official said yesterday. Th带回Reza Pahlavi, first secretary of the Revolutionary Council, indicated that only a change of heart by Ayatollah Khomeini could lead to an earlier release of the hostages, held by Iranian militants since Nov. 4.

Khomeini, leader of Iran's revolt against the shah, will be elected in March until May at the earliest, a top Iranian official said in New York. "It could be put to a vote if the progress drag on that long," he said.

Outside the occupied embassy yesterday, several thousand demonstrators staged an anti-American demonstration, shouting "You are ready to revolt against imperialism" and "The criminal shah will be punished here!"

The five-member commission established to hear Iranian allegations of interference in the Majlis, or parliament, which will be elected in March and early April, Reacting to Reheshti's statement, a high-level U.S. official said in Washington, "It could be put to a vote if the progress drag on that long.

In the hope it would bolster the commission's plans for guidelines will be discussed tonight at 10 in the Student Government Offices, LaFortune Center. Campaign officials said in New York that the inquiry could drag on that long. "It was wounded. A military spokesman said a dozen gunmen began shooting when the lousinase stopped in front of the embassy, bringing out the diplomats to the celebration of the Dominican Republic's independence day.

U.S. Embassy spokesman Cindy Fox confirmed that election committee is also a possible. Numerical results were followed. "If a member of the election committee plus 1) of all the valid votes cast by phone" office by the election Committee. Each ticket is entitled to one representative during the counting. If a member of the election commissioner is also a candidate, an alternative representa- tive must be present. and that election committee mem- ber may not be present.

Candidates, including write- ins are to be notified by phone of the results as soon as possible. Nomination results are available from the Election Commission only to the can- didates and the Student Body President. Percentages are made available for public re- lease. Ballots will remain in Student Government files for one week after the election. A candidate may demand a recount by submitting a petition to the election commissioner including reasons for a recount and 200 student signatures within 48 hours after the close of the election. The witness asked not to be identified. Military intelligence sources, asking to remain anonymous, said the attackers are members of one of two Communist guer- rilla groups, The Workers Self- defense Movement or M-19.

In Colombia

Terrorists seize diplomats

BOGOTA, Colombia (AP) - Attacker believed to be leftist guerrillas shot the Dominican Republic's em- bassy during a reception yesterday, killing the U.S. ambassa- dor and other diplomats hos- pitalized, police and diplomats spokesman said. A radio station said the number of hostages was at least 12. At least five persons outside the embassy were reported wounded. A Bogota radio broadcast said a Colombian soldier was killed.

In Colombia

In a speech to the textile workers, Ayatollah Mousavi Khomeini, spiritual leader of the embassy militants, opposed such a meeting, saying the U.N. inquiry is not concerned with the hostages.

It had been assumed in Wash- ington that the inquiry would lead to the hostages' release, but the Iranians insist there is no such link. The Washington official, who declined to be identified, told reporters at the State Depart- ment the commission had finished its work early next week if conditions were up to the Majlis, or parliament, which will be elected in March and early April.

Nobody got ticks? I need tickets!" Empty bleachers dream of the command of warm weather, football excitement and 59,073 screaming fans.

The witness asked not to be identified. Military intelligence sources, asking to remain anonymous, said the attackers are members of one of two Communist guer- rilla groups, The Workers Self- defense Movement or M-19.
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Dear Editor:

In watched the unfolding of the views of various individuals over the past few weeks on the issue of the military draft. Along with the crises in Iran and Afghanistan, the draft question is one that currently occupies the minds of those of us who will be affected most by the decision.

I am convinced that as we look back in history we find the wave of opinions on campus so overwhelmingly to the right that it's time Uncle Sam go out and visit with the players makes the day.

I dreamt I saw the knights in armor coming...-Neil Young
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Two white spotlights hit the back corner of the black, brick Washington Hall stage...
New parental testing may help prevent infant deaths

BOSTON (AP) - New tests may tell parents whether they are likely to have children who are susceptible to sudden infant death syndrome, the mysterious disorder that is the nation's biggest killer of infants.

The tests show that parents of susceptible babies often do not realize powerfully if their breath is cut off. And even though the test is not a serious problem for pregnant women, researchers believe that it may be a fatal effect if passed on to children.

The new study, conducted at Rutgers Medical School, was published in Thursday's issue of The New England Journal of Medicine.

Sudden infant death syndrome, sometimes known as crib death, is especially shocking for parents because it takes the lives of seemingly healthy babies without warning in their sleep. Its exact cause is not known although some doctors believe that it arises from a series of possible defects rather than a single cause.

Sudden infant death syndrome is the leading cause of death of children between one week and one year in age. In the United States last year, it takes more than 10,000 babies, most often in the third and fourth months of life.

Doctors tested the breathing of six pairs of parents of babies who had died of the syndrome and compared them with six normal couples. They measured whether the adults breathed harder when levels of carbon dioxide in their blood increased or when their breathing was obstructed.

In both tests, the breathing of the pers who whose children had died was "significantly lower," the researchers found.

They concluded, "A low ventilatory response to carbon dioxide for parents because it was a low ventilatory response to carbon dioxide for parents because it was impractical to give the breathing test to all adults who want to have children, but they could be administered to those who believe they have a potential parent's risk of having a child susceptible to SIDS.

Dr. Philip L. Schiffman, one of the researchers, said it would be impractical to give the breathing test to all adults who want to have children, but they could be administered to those who believe they have a potential parent's risk of having a child susceptible to SIDS.

The failure to breathe harder automatically in these situations is the common inherited link in many cases of sudden infant death syndrome, Schiffman said.

The highest may stop breathing if their noses are plugged up, and many may have this poor breathing reflex, but their babies are not necessarily the result of carbon dioxide gas buildup in the blood. The reflex is not always an effective way for them to survive the里的 new measures to be taken to prevent the deaths of babies is the lives of seemingly healthy babies without warning in their sleep. Its exact cause is not known although some doctors believe that it arises from a series of possible defects rather than a single cause.
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WGRH program to promote her new cookbook.

On the show, she made an omelet, which is definitely not what she said she'd started. The following summer, she was invited to make three pilot programs. "The French Chef" premiered Feb. 11, 1963. This season's show is called "Julia Child & More Company." The value to WGRH of such programs goes beyond what's on the air. At one point last year, WGRH had four books on the New York Times' best seller list: "Julia Child & Company," "Julia Child & More Company," "Crockett's Victory Garden" and "Crockett's Victory Garden Indoors." Just over 500 people are on the WGRH payroll, operating two television stations and the radio station.

"A good year is when we break even or don't lose too much," Tyler said. "We were up about $30 million a year to all, with much of the money coming from the Corporation for Public Broadcasting as well as from local television stations."

"But even if we don't catch up to the ASK of our money every year, I mean, that's a good year. If we didn't ask for it, we wouldn't get it," he said. "WGRH was the first public TV station to buy color equipment."

"But when you get yourself so well-equipped your challenge is to use it. And that means you've got to keep the business coming in," Tyler said.

How WGRH puts those extensive facilities to work is best observed in the breadth of programming it makes available to PBS stations, Tyler said. The range is from imports like "Masterpiece Theatre" and this season's "Mystere," to shows like the science series "Nova" and the long-running "Evening at Pops" and "Evening at Symphony" music programs.

"The reason there is such diversity," he said, "is that there are few million-dollar or multimillion-dollar projects a year among them."

"We've always prided ourselves in the funding packages we've put together, not asking for a lot from each source, maybe $500,000 or $600,000." One series now in production is typical. "The Vietnam Project," a 13-week examination of U.S. involvement in Vietnam and produced in collaboration with ABC News, is planned for broadcast in the 1981-82 season. The project's $4 million pricing is being paid with money from several sources, including the National Endowment for the Humanities.

---

**SMC announces rules**

**Election Results**

**HALL**

**BERNEY**

GUARYFOILE

**RIE7HEL**

CANGIO

**OTHER**

Alumini 194
Badin 20
B-P 79
Carroll 9
Cavanaugh 50
Dillon 76
Farley 42
Flanker 128
Grace 78
Holy Cross 28
Howard 125
Keenan 11
Leech 129
Lyons 68
Morrissey 69
Pamplin 29
Sorin 32
Stanford 3
St. Eds 42
Waltz 48
Zahm 69
Fisher 23
O-C 12
**TOTAL** 1222

2009 89

---

**Student body elections**

**SMC announces rules**

by Mary Levitt
Staff Reporter

Dates and rules for the saint Mary's Student Body election have been released by Mary Mullany, Election Commissi-

Nominations open on March 12 for the position of Student Body President, Vice President of Academic Affairs and Vice President of Student Affairs. Nominations end and campaign-

There will be a mandatory meeting in the Student

government office on March 16. The election will then be held on March 20.

If candidates wish to debate all parties' platform has been submit-

candidates may be listed on the ballot. The ballots will be counted in the Student

government office. The election will be held on March 20.

The rules for this year's election are newly revised and were just passed by the SMC Student Government last week.

Campaigning rules went into effect on March 16 at midnight and end at midnight before election day. The designated rules are as follows and must be adhered to by all the can-

to the ballot. Each ticket or candidate may display one poster in the library and one in LeMans Lobby. Posters may not exceed two feet by three feet. No signs or sheets may be displayed outside any build-

Lewis Hall sponsors family

Lewis Hall is sponsoring a family for Lent, with the exception of the Day Student Lounge, the Science Building, Morone and the classroom section of Regina Hall. Since platforms will be on display, the dining hall hall posters will be allowed on the upper level.

Each ticket or candidate may display one poster in the library and one in LeMans Lobby. Posters may not exceed two feet by three feet. No signs or sheets may be displayed outside any build-

---

**sadie hawkins’ party**

at giuseppe’s sponsored by the SAPB

**March 1st**

9 pm to 11 pm

**$2.00 per person**

**UNLIMITED BEER!!!**
Doonesbury

If this scandal has a hero, may it be this man! He is the only man in America who, when the president of a country tells him about the stresses of office, responds, "Actually it was very brief. He simply turned up at the hoe one night, said, 'We heard about the stress and I want to help,' and departed on the spot."

by Garry Trudeau

...Women

[continued from page 11]

DeCicco expressed his prediction for the school's future: "I see it in the cards - it won't take a whole lot more for us to be a top contender for the national championship. The girls are working their butts off, and I just love them for what they're doing."

...Fencers

[continued from page 12]

The Tartar epee squad will give the Irish a real run for their money. Gil Pezza, a junior from Milan, Italy, is a returning All-American. He sports a 10-3 mark, and is supported by Mike Davis and Geza Kogler, who both own 29-4 records.

Senior captain Chris Lyons heads the Irish saber corps with a 32-8 mark. Classmate Greg Armi is 29-7, while Sal Muoio and Tom Valdiserri own respective marks of 17-4 and 10-4.

"We've been aiming at this one for some time now. We may not be favored like we have in the past, but I can guarantee you that we'll be fencing the same as in the past. Right now I'm just keeping my fingers crossed."

NSHP seeks workers

The Neighborhood Study Help Program needs to fill several positions for the 1980-1981 school year. Various choices are open to anyone currently involved and/or interested in helping to coordinate the program. For information, call Sue Claus at 538-4518, John Sax at 323-0263 or Joe Winger at #702.

Molarity

[Image 0x0 to 822x1240]

The Daily Crossword

by Michael Molinelli

Wednesday's results

© 1980 by Chicago Tribune-N.Y. News Syndic. Inc. All Rights Reserved

RIVER CITY RECORDS

northern Indiana's largest record and tape

selection and concert ticket headquarters

$1.00 OFF any album or tape

limit one coupon per person

expires 3/15/80

18,000 albums and tapes in stock

ND/SMC student checks accepted for up to

$20.00 over purchase amount

RIVER CITY RECORDS

50970 U.S. 31 NORTH

3 miles north of campus 277-4242

GET YOUR CAREER
OFF TO A FLIGHT START

It takes four years to get a college degree. How long will it take you off of AF or Air Force? If you haven't settled on a career or have not decided if an AF or Air Force career is for you, you may want to consider one of the flying schools or pilot shops in the United States Air Force. It's the best way to see if flying is for you. The USAF is an excellent place to start your flying career. If you decide to go on with the Air Force or think it's fun, or if you are on a Navy or Air Force pilot or flight program. It's one of the most exciting opportunities to see the world. And it will take you back to your roots when you're done with the USAF. Find out how you can get your flight training with the USAF Air Force pilot or flight program. It's one of the first opportunities for your career. And it will take you back to your roots when you're done with the USAF. Find out how you can get your flight training with the USAF Air Force pilot or flight program.

Cagt. Davis

at 885-6684

AFL
Irish women fencers improve...

Tripucka

by Kelly Sullivan

Record breakers are a tough act to follow. Just ask Beth Heiden. Or Notre Dame’s women’s fencing team.

Competing in a minor sport means taking a back seat to football and basketball, and that’s difficult enough. The Notre Dame team must also contend with the fact that few of the team members have ever seen the sport, let alone had a part in it for the most part overlooked or lost among the men’s 122 conferences at rival programs.

But the squad has shown that it can know an act that lives up to impressive results as well.

Needless to say, DeCicco is quite pleased with the program’s achievements, but remains to take credit for the success, giving a good deal of it to assistant coach Greg Moeller and the team’s method of practice.

“Someone asked me how the women have made such great progress in such little time. It has nothing to do with my coaching,” DeCicco explained. “It’s that they work out daily with the men’s program affords them the opportunity to work with a guy like Andy Bond, who’s a national champion and an Olympic hopeful.”

“As a result, the women measure their program by the men’s, for the most part.”

The twelve-member squad is young, having only three seniors on roster. Team captain Deborah Cook, who has a University fencing record, is followed closely by sophomore Kathleen Williamson, who hit the season with 27-7 on the year.

The fencers have been hurt by the loss of sophomore Kathy Gurnett, who missed better than half the season due to illness. “She’s an experienced competitor who would have qualified for the national championships with an absolutely super punch,” notes DeCicco. The remaining members, however, have taken up the slack in Lardner’s absence.

According to her coach, Haradame is holding her own and then some.

A pleasant surprise has been the performance of freshman Susan Velde-Greene (17-12), who DeCicco says is “fencing out of his head.” He added: “She’s not a freshman normally would produce.

Velde-Greene, a South Bend native, comes from a family of fencers. Her father and sister have fenced for the Irish and her sister Kathy, also a Notre Dame grad, was one of the first monogram winners in women’s fencing. “Susan is making a name for herself,” DeCicco added.

The squad will be put to the test this Thursday when they travel to Illinois to face their perennial powerhouse. “We’ll find out good a team we are against one of the top teams in the country,” says DeCicco. The team has one home match remaining on the schedule, February 19 at West Virginia University, Michigan/Dearborn, and Case Western Reserve March 1 in the ACC.

DeCicco is looking forward to the qualifications for the national championships on March 8 and 9. Teams or individuals must participate in two of their regionals in order to be eligible. “We’d like to qualify the whole team. I’m hoping everyone will be healthy and we’ll be fighting.”

[continued on page 10]

Craig signs with Flames

ATLANTA (AP) - Olympic hockey goalie Jim Craig signed a long-term contract with the Atlanta Flames of the National Hockey League Wednesday.

The team announced that Craig, an All-American at Boston University, was goaltender on the U.S. Olympic hockey teams that won a gold medal with a 4-2 victory over Finland Sunday in the Women’s Olympic tournament.

“Craig has been our number one goalie for the past three years,” Flames general manager John Ferguson said.

All classified ads must be received by 5:00 p.m. two days prior to the issue in which they are to run. Call287-4461. Classifieds Monday through Friday, 10 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. All classifieds must be prepaid, either in person or through the mail.

All classified ads must be received by 5:00 p.m. two days prior to the issue in which they are to run. Call 287-4461. Classifieds Monday through Friday, 10 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. All classifieds must be prepaid, either in person or through the mail.
Irish dump Demons in double OT

Top-ranked DePaul falls in another classic ACC thriller

by Mark Ferry

Sports Editor

It was like two grand masters facing off for the chess championship of the world. DePaul's Mark Aguirre and Notre Dame's Dave Branning, who both had been coaching the game for a decade but has a variety of complex moves. And in the end, it was the younger that yielded "checkmate!"

Orlando Woolridge's two clutch free throws with 19 seconds left in the second overtime clinched a 76-74 victory by the Fighting Irish over the undefeated and top-ranked Blue Demons in a classic confrontation last night at the ACC.

But a couple of strategists in move by Digger Phelps helped clinch the victory for the Irish and continue the series of Notre Dame upsets over number one teams.

For 45 minutes the two teams had battled for survival in a thriller 70-70, and neither team seemed capable to hit the clutch basket that would end the game.

With the score tied at 74, DePaul's Ray Meyer, the co-captain of the year in the nation, was trying to work the ball into their sophomore scoring sensation, Orlando Woolridge.

"He made so many shots while we were down, the night of the biggest win in weeks brought forth a sensation," DePaul's Ray Meyer, the co-captain of the year in the nation, was trying to work the ball into their sophomore scoring sensation, Orlando Woolridge.

"He made so many shots while we were down, the night of the biggest win in weeks brought forth a sensation," DePaul's Ray Meyer, the co-captain of the year in the nation, was trying to work the ball into their sophomore scoring sensation, Orlando Woolridge.

But on this night for heroes, an early lead that kept the Irish in the game.

"This has grown into a great rivalry," says DeCicco, in his 19th year at the Irish helm. "We've been talking all season long about it, but as a loser I can't hang my head. We've won a few like this, so we'll take the loss.

"This game was so close that if it had gone another overtime, DePaul could have won. This was just a great college basketball game.

"This game was so close that if it had gone another overtime, DePaul could have won. This was just a great college basketball game.